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1 Introduction
This document provides the Governance model for Qatar Government Enterprise Architecture
(GEA). It describes enabling policies, governance framework, team structure, and associated
processes to be established for effective adoption and sustained governance of GEA. The model
covers both the Enterprise Architecture governance (upstream) as well as individual solution
architecture governance (downstream) to deliver solutions that meet the needs of the business
and is in alignment with the Enterprise Architecture.

2 Document Structure
GEA Governance model document is structured as described below.


GEA Governance overview – provides a high-level overview of GEA Governance framework explaining
both Upstream governance focusing on ‘doing the right things’ and Downstream governance focusing on
‘doing things right’



GEA Governance model - describes the Governance model elements, structure & roles and the
established processes for effective governance of GEA



Enabling policies - define what the agencies need to adopt, develop, maintain, and facilitate for the
implementation of a sound and integrated information technology architecture that is consistent and
compliant with Government Enterprise Architecture (GEA)



Appendix 1 – GEA Compliance Self-Assessment template – provides a template for agencies to perform
GEA compliance self-assessment



Appendix 2 – Maturity model – captures the Enterprise Architecture Maturity Model for Qatar



Appendix 3 – Tooling support - highlights the tooling support available for adoption of GEA reference
models



Appendix 4 – GEA compliance statement for ICT tenders – specifies the statement to be included in ICT
tenders issued and managed by individual government agencies



Glossary – lists all the Acronyms used in the document and their expansions.
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3 Government Enterprise Architecture (GEA) Governance

Framework
Architecture governance involves a synergy of the right structures, processes, and people. Its
operation is very much dependent upon the culture of an organisation and requires time to
establish. It is the capability that ensures that the architecture is properly enacted in business
and architecture initiatives, and retains its relevance and effectiveness in the organisation. The
purpose of the enterprise architecture is to facilitate development of an ICT and technology
infrastructure that supports business direction. Hence, governance can be seen as a capability
necessary to ensure that initiatives are enacted in such a way that is consistent with the business
direction.
GEA Governance is critical to ensure that GEA Reference Models are relevant, actively used,
and maintained to provide sustainable value.
The following diagram (Figure 1 - GEA Governance) illustrates the positioning of GEA
Governance within the context of strategic plan, which identifies the direction of the Government
and follows the strategic intent, and the GEA Reference Models , which identifies the end state
architectural views for the government agencies (business, information, application, and
infrastructure). Programmes and projects are driven from the strategic plan and manifest as
strategic initiatives. GEA Governance plays a role in ensuring that systems coming out of the
strategic initiatives are designed in accordance with the enterprise architecture reference models
and guidance.
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Figure 1 - GEA Governance

This model is explained below to show to two major functions of GEA Governance.

3.1 Upstream Governance
Ensuring the Government is identifying, funding & resourcing the most important programmes,
in line with the digital transformation strategy - “Doing the right things”
Government services and new initiatives need to align with the strategic plan (and intent) of the
Qatar government to ensure that existing / new government services are consistent with the
strategic direction. That is, does the service or solution meet (or follow) the strategic goals of the
government?
Key GEA artefacts that represent/align with the strategic goals/direction of the Qatar government
and include:


Business Reference Model (BRM)



Information Reference Model (IRM)



Application Reference Model (ARM)



Infrastructure (Technology) Reference Model (TRM)
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The Business reference model is leveraged prior to, and during, the Discovery phase of the
Service Creation Method as a means of ensuring that newly identified services align with the
strategic goals of the government.

Application and Infrastructure Reference models are

analysed to avoid duplicate efforts and also to identify reuse or consolidation opportunities.
Information Reference model provides an authoritative source of information assets owned by
the government agencies to facilitate cross-agency collaborative efforts.
Typically, the IT Department of Government Agencies along with their business units will
establish the need for new ICT services, determine the project scope and secure the funding
approval from its Agency or relevant authorities. Upon its internal funding approval, government
agencies would draft and issue their ICT Tender Specifications for the final selection and award
of the tender. Such ICT procurements, if left un-coordinated, will lead to much duplications and
waste of government resources.
To ensure maximum benefit, the Government of Qatar has determined that such ICT
procurements of systems and services shall also be consistent with and supportive of national
ICT initiatives including the Qatar National ICT Plan 2015 and the eGov2020 strategy. Through
leveraging common Government-wide systems and shared services, productivity and efficiency
can be improved and duplicate efforts are avoided. To this effect, all government agencies are
required to follow ICT procurement review policy specified in IT procurement policy document.
They can use the BRM to demonstrate the project’s alignment with Qatar Government strategy
and their use of shared services.
GEA artefacts must also be maintained to ensure they are aligned with any changes to the
government strategy and helps guide projects to deliver services in accordance with government
strategy.

3.2 Downstream Governance
Ensuring these programmes are delivering solutions that meet the needs of the business and
work within the existing environment - “Doing things right”
The GEA artefacts also serve a purpose on the downstream by providing technical control and
guidance over the design of services and solutions to ensure that services/solutions are
designed and developed in a consistent manner and using common platforms, technology, and
other standards.
Key GEA artefacts that assist in downstream governance include:


Qatar government prescribed policies and standards



Reference Architectures (Business, Application, Information Exchange, Infrastructure)
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Next-gen Service Delivery Method (aka Service Creation Method)

Design Authorities and the next-gen Delivery Method service checkpoints serve as mechanism
to enforce compliance with the enterprise architecture.

4 GEA Governance Model
4.1 GEA Governance Structure
4.1.1 Structure & Roles
The main bodies engaged with the actual governance are identified in the table below. The key
participants in each body and their responsibilities is also captured in the table.
Table 1 - Structure & Roles

Governance
Body

Key Participants

Key Focus

ICT Governance
Board

MoTC, other key

Strategic Focus -- A business-wide IT
Steering or Strategy committee which is
concerned with the overall strategic ICT
direction for the Qatar Government.

government entities

(Qatar Digital
Government
Steering
Committee)

This body has a whole of government
focus.
Typical Responsibilities:





Architecture
Review Board
(WoG Level)

The ARB will comprise:


WoG Architecture
Sponsor



WoG Enterprise

Architecture Focus -- The primary focus
is on the Qatar Government enterprise
architecture and platform: ensuring it
remains current, relevant, and properly
influences solution structure.
This body also has a predominantly whole
of government focus.

Architect


Provides strategic ICT direction
Determines ICT business priorities
Determines scope of governance
Authorizes High impact exceptions

Other (invited)
members as required

Typical Responsibilities:




Overall responsibility for the entire GEA
across the whole of government. This is
maintained through the Office of the
Chief Architect
Authorizes Medium impact exceptions
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Technical Review
Board
(Agency Level)

For Each Agency:


Architecture Sponsor



Agency nominated
Enterprise Architect



Escalation point for appeals and disputes
regarding compliance

Compliance Focus -- The primary focus
is to ensure that solution architectures
(including
those
supporting
new
government services – especially shared
services) conform to the enterprise
architecture and the principles.

Other (invited)
members as required
(e.g. Project team
representatives,
integration team,
security, etc…)

This body is responsible for enforcing
compliance and/or exceptions (if deemed
appropriate) to the enterprise architecture.
The next-gen delivery method and
checkpoints are one mechanism helping to
achieve this.
Typical Responsibilities:




Design
Authorities
(Project Level)



Project management



Lead Architect on
Programme/Project
Delivery



Assesses and authorizes compliance of
solutions with government enterprise
architecture
Authorizes Low impact exceptions

Solution Focus -- Solution perspective,
but
ensuring
the
requirementsarchitecture-design process followed for
Service Design (e.g. Service Creation
Method) is aligned to the enterprise
architecture.

Other nominated
members on the team

This body is focused on specific solutions
within a project.
Typical Responsibilities:



Derive solutions that comply with the
architecture
Uses architecture to meet project needs

Description of key participants to the GEA governance process is provided below.






WoG Architecture Sponsor: The MoTC Assistant Undersecretary of Government IT Sector is the owner of
Government Enterprise Architecture and ensures alignment to national strategies and objectives.
WoG Enterprise Architect: MoTC nominated Enterprise Architect managing WoG EA models shall be
expected to fulfil this role. He/she may be supported by assigned domain experts such as information
architect, application architect etc.
Agency Architecture Sponsor: Executive sponsor for the Enterprise architecture initiative within the
Agency. Typically, it could be CIO of the agency or a senior level Executive.
Agency Enterprise Architect: Person responsible for producing and managing architectural models at the
agency level.
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Agency Project Management: The project manager ensures that project level compliance process to GEA
is adhered to and manages upstream communication with relevant authorities as required.
Agency Project Lead Architect: The lead architect performs project’s compliance assessment to GEA. His
or her role also includes designing the solution that is at all times compliant to the GEA models and
standards, and reporting any unavoidable exceptions to the project management. This role can also be
fulfilled by vendor’s lead/solution architect and hence a statement provided in Appendix 4 of this
document should be included of each ICT tender of government agencies.

4.1.2 Governance Processes
The following diagram further elaborates on the governance bodies and their interactions and
roles.

Figure 2 - Governance bodies

Each body has distinct roles and a unique focus as indicated in the diagram. The Architecture
Review Board is a cross-organisational body (i.e. WoG) and MoTC plays a leading role in ARB.
Representatives from other government entities/agencies may also be nominated as temporary
members. IT Procurement Review Committee may request ARB’s opinion in case of architecture
related exceptions at project level. Technical Review Board is setup at agency level focusing on
compliance of agency developed architectures – both Enterprise Architecture and solution
architectures - with GEA. They will leverage the self-assessment templates defined in Appendix
1 for compliance assessment and reporting. Design Authorities are associated with specific
solutions and would generally be comprised of representatives from the agencies delivering the
solution/service.
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5 Enabling Policies
The policies outlined in this section govern the planning, adoption and implementation of
Enterprise architecture at agencies. Agencies are expected to comply with the policies defined
below. Any clarification on policies can be directed to policyfeedback@motc.gov.qa email
address. They are grouped under the following categories.
1.

Overall GEA adoption

2.

Business Architecture

3.

Information Architecture

4.

Application Architecture

5.

Infrastructure Architecture

6.

Security management

Apart from the policies listed in this section, agencies should refer to individual reference model
documentation for prescribed standards and controls and comply.

5.1 Overall GEA adoption
1.

Agencies shall identify and nominate an executive sponsor for the Enterprise Architecture program within
the agency – e.g.: CIO or other senior executive.

2.

Agencies shall nominate an enterprise architect to manage EA within the agency who will perform below
tasks. The enterprise architect may also be supported by nominated business, information, application,
infrastructure architects as may be required.
a.

Periodically or as requested by MoTC, assess and report GEA compliance based on questionnaire
provided in Appendix 1.

b.
3.

Create a plan for adopting the GEA reference models and standards .

Agencies shall establish a Technical Review Board with in the agency to focus on GEA compliance as
defined in the Governance model structure.

4.

Agencies shall publish to MoTC, the required Enterprise Architecture artefacts aligned to the GEA
reference model taxonomies on a periodic basis– i.e. Catalogues and matrices aligned to PRM, BRM, IRM,
ARM, TRM taxonomies.

5.

Agencies shall plan for adopting an EA tooling which is based on Archimate 3.0 standard.

6.

Agencies shall ensure project level compliance to GEA reference models and standards and include
statement provided in Appendix 4 of this document, in each of their ICT tenders.
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5.2 Business Architecture
5.2.1 Investment planning and control
1.

Investment decisions shall be made in accordance with national as well as agency’s vision and strategic
plan.

2.

For all new IT investments, agencies shall adequately demonstrate alignment with Government Enterprise
Architecture reference models: Business – Performance management, Information, Application, and
Technical.

3.

Measurable KPIs shall be identified to track the performance of any new business service against stated
goals in the investment request.

5.3 Information Architecture
5.3.1 Data management policy
Agencies shall ensure compliance with the Data Management Policy that aims at establishing
the governance and standard processes across the Government Agencies in the State of Qatar
for managing and sharing data. It defines clear duties and responsibilities for all who manage
public sector information. The policy includes key provisions on Data Governance, Data
Administration, Data Protection, and Data Sharing. It should be noted that this policy operates
subject to privacy, copyright, legal and security considerations.
Please refer to the following document for more details.
English version:
http://www.motc.gov.qa/en/documents/document/data-management-policy
Arabic version:
http://www.motc.gov.qa/sites/default/files/sys_dr_lbynt.pdf
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5.3.2 Smart Qatar data standards
Agencies delivering Smart Services (Refer TASMU website for details) shall adopt the Smart
Qatar Data Standards controls that have been defined across nine technical and governance
domains to ensure effective data management across the data lifecycle. People and process
considerations for data management have also been embedded across the defined controls.
Adopting these data standards will help achieve national orchestration for data interoperability
thereby enabling attainment of Smart Qatar objectives (Refer TASMU website for details). They
facilitate the creation, storage, movement, usage, and sharing of data by establishing an
understanding of how data should be uniformly described, represented, seamlessly and securely
delivered and in the form stakeholders expect for conducting analysis, extracting insights, and
making decisions. Please refer to latest version of Smart Qatar Data Standards document for
more details on controls defined across the nine domains as per the Smart Qatar Data
Management Framework.

5.3.3 Open data policy
Agencies shall adopt Open Data policy aims to ensure that all government agencies take steps
to expand public access to government data by making it available online unless restricted by
law, policy, regulations or contract. The policy applies to information and data in the custody or
under the control of all government agencies in Qatar.
Please refer to the following document for more details.
English version:
http://www.motc.gov.qa/sites/default/files/open_data_policy_0.pdf
Arabic version:
http://www.motc.gov.qa/sites/default/files/sys_lbynt_lmftwh_0.pdf

5.4 Application Architecture
5.4.1 Service development lifecycle
1.

Agencies shall establish a Design Authority for new solution development initiatives.

An Agency

Enterprise Architect will be part of the Design Authority.
2.

Agencies Design Authority shall participate in the checkpoint reviews conducted by the Technical Review
Board at various stages defined as part of the Service delivery method – Discovery, Alpha, Beta, and Live.

3.

Design Authority shall demonstrate alignment to GEA, shared services leveraged, cross-agency
information assets leveraged, and compliance to standards during the checkpoint reviews.

4.

Any exceptions required shall be raised by Design Authority to the Technical Review Board and will be
processed as per the defined governance process.
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5.4.2 Government website and eservices framework
The websites and online services of each Government Agency carries their own unique designs,
layouts, interfaces and navigation architecture. This different “look and feel” can be confusing
and difficult for the public as they would have to re-orientate themselves when they visit each
government website. Standardization and uniformity is needed to ensure that government
agencies’ websites and services are public centric and user friendly.
In order to ensure that government websites are easy for the public to access and provide a
more consistent experience when navigating across different government websites, the
Government Website and e-Services Framework has been developed to define a set of both
standards and best practice guidelines for the overall design of government websites and eServices.
Agencies are required to follow the guidelines specified in the ‘Government Website and eServices Framework’ document by following this link.
English version:
http://www.motc.gov.qa/en/documents/document/government-website-and-e-servicesframework
Arabic version:
http://www.motc.gov.qa/sites/default/files/tr_m_llmwq_wlkhdmt_llktrwny_lljht_lhkwmy__lsdr_lthny.pdf

5.4.3 Government Mobile Services Framework
Government Mobile Services Framework document has been prepared to assist Government
agencies in the design and deployment of mobile services based on international best practices
and standards. Please refer to the guidelines and standards provided in the document – << link
to be updated with URL to the published document location >>

5.4.4 E-Participation policy
The e-Participation Policy aims at instituting the culture and practices of e-participation across
Government Agencies and improving transparency and people’s participation, thereby
assisting the State of Qatar in achieving its national development goals.
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The Government of the State of Qatar has always recognized the value of engaging the people
in governance processes. Qatar’s National Development Strategy 2011-2016 acknowledges
that people are a country’s most valuable asset and their participation in political, social and
economic spheres will contribute to sustaining a prosperous society. Engagement with their
people allows governments to tap into wider perspectives, sources of information, and potential
solutions to improve decisions and services. It also provides the basis for productive
relationships, improved dialogue and deliberation, and ultimately, better governance. The
objective of e-Participation is to engage people in development policy and decision-making
processes through use of information and communication technologies.
For more details on this policy, please refer to:
English version:
http://www.motc.gov.qa/sites/default/files/e-participation_policy_1.pdf
Arabic version:
http://www.motc.gov.qa/sites/default/files/sys_lmshrk_llktrwny_0.pdf

5.4.5 E-Accessibility Policy
E-Accessibility policy aims to ensure people with disabilities in Qatar have equal access to the
technologies that can enrich their lives, and covers a range of e-Accessibility issues, including
websites, telecommunications services, handsets, ATMs, government services, access to
assistive technologies and digital content. This policy should be adopted while designing nextgeneration digital services for Qatar Government.
For more details on this policy, please refer to:
English version:
http://www.motc.gov.qa/sites/default/files/qatar_eaccessibility_policy_en_-_ictqatar_0.pdf
Arabic version:
http://www.motc.gov.qa/sites/default/files/qatars_eaccessibility_policy_ar_-_ictqatar_0.pdf
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5.5 Infrastructure architecture
5.5.1 Council of Ministers’ Resolution No. (18) of 2010 on the implementation of egovernment policies
The Resolution requires government entities to implement policies and reuse shared services
and infrastructure developed by the Ministry of Transport and Communications including but not
limited to government reference architecture and standards, authentication platform, payment
platform, data centre, government network, contact centre, PKI etc. Please refer to following
links for more details:
English version:
http://www.motc.gov.qa/sites/default/files/council_of_ministers_resolution_no._18_of_2010_on
_the_implementation_of_e-government_policies_0.pdf
Arabic version:
http://www.motc.gov.qa/sites/default/files/qrr_mjls_lwzr_rqm_18_lsn_2010_bshn_tnfydh_syst_l
hkwm_llktrwny.pdf

5.5.2 Cloud security policy
The purpose of this policy is to provide government agencies with an overview of cloud
computing and the security and privacy challenges involved. The document discusses the
threats, technology risks, and safeguards for cloud environments, and aspires to provide the
insight needed to make ICT decision makers take informed decisions by providing tools such as
a detailed questionnaire that can be used to assess and evaluate the cloud service provider
(CSP) offerings.
For more details on this policy, please refer to:
English version:
http://www.motc.gov.qa/sites/default/files/cloud_security_policy_for_government_agencies_20
14_0.pdf
Arabic version:
http://www.motc.gov.qa/sites/default/files/sys_tmyn_lhwsb_lshby_llmwsst_lhkwmy_2014_0.pdf

5.5.3 Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policy
This policy expects to set the tone and expectations within an agency to deal with the current
scenario wherein users would like to use their own devices for official work (Bring Your Own
Device (BYOD)) or have a say in the choice of devices being made available to them.
This policy is applicable to the following type of devices:
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Any Computing device that can store and / or process and / or transmit / receive information when
connected to the controlled network

The policy applies to


All government and semi government entities - MANDATORY



All Critical sector organizations - RECOMMENDED



Other corporate organizations operating in Qatar - OPTIONAL

For detailed set of BYOD security policies and controls, please refer to the current version of the
document in Q-CERT website –
http://www.qcert.org/sites/default/files/public/documents/cs-csps_byod_policy_v1.0.pdf

5.6 Security management
5.6.1 National Information Assurance (NIA) policy
Published by Q-CERT, MoTC, NIA policy provides Qatar government agencies with the
necessary foundation and the relevant tools to enable the implementation of a full-fledged
Information Security Management System within the agency. It applies to all agencies and their
corresponding information assets. Where the agency has outsourced or subcontracted any
processes or activities they should ensure they comply with NIA policies and associated controls.
It covers the following security domains.


Access Control Security [AM]



Audit & Certification [AC]



Business Continuity Management [BC]



Change Management [CM]



Communications Security [CS]



Cryptographic Security [CY]



Data Labeling [DL]



Data Retention & Archival [DR]



Documentation [DC]



Gateway Security [GS]



Governance Structure [IG]



Incident Management [IM]



Information Exchange [IE]



Logging, Auditing & Security Monitoring [SM]



Media Security [MS]



Network Security [NS]
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Personnel Security [PS]



Physical Security [PH]



Portable Device & Working Off-Site Security [OS]



Product Security [PR]



Risk Management [RM]



Security Awareness [SA]



Software Security [SS]



System Usage Security [SU]



Third Party Security Management [TM]



Virtualization [VL]

For detailed set of NIA policies and controls, please refer to the current version of the document
in Q-CERT website –
English version:
http://www.qcert.org/sites/default/files/public/documents/nia_policy_english_v2.0.pdf
Arabic version:
http://www.qcert.org/sites/default/files/public/documents/nia_policy_arabic_2.0.pdf

5.6.2 Smart Qatar information security standards
Smart Qatar needs to focus on effectively mitigating security threats and managing related
vulnerabilities to protect sensitive information and infrastructure. To secure the Smart Qatar
environment, the Smart Qatar Information Security Standard (SQISS) focuses on securing
Smart Qatar services. These must be designed and offered with minimum levels of security to
protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information they leverage, and safeguard
their operations. For detailed set of SQISS standards, please refer to latest version of Smart
Qatar Information security standards document.

5.6.3 Cloud security policy
Please refer to the cloud security policy under 3.5 Infrastructure architecture section.

5.6.4 BYOD policy
Please refer to BYOD policy under 3.5 Infrastructure architecture section.
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6 Appendix 1 – GEA Compliance self-assessment template
This section provides a template for agencies to perform GEA compliance self-assessment.

Date:

Agency:
Compliance Check Results
Instructions: Please read:

Provides a functional view of agency business using a standard classification

-

Provides a common understanding of the business functions of other agencies

1. Has the agency adopted and applied methods and techniques specified as part of
GEA Business Architecture framework in designing their business services.
2.

Are agency KPIs in alignment with the GEA Performance Taxonomy classification?

3.

Has an agency specific channel catalogue been developed?

4. Is there an up-to-date agency services catalogue, and does it conform to the
Business services taxonomy?
5.

Have Customer Profiles been defined for this agency?

6. Have matrices been created and maintained that show the relationship between
the agency’s services and the delivery channels, as well as between agency customers,
agency provided services, and the delivery channels?
7. Is the project leveraging applicable shared services provided at WoG level?
8.

Mandatory Standards Compliance: Digital Services Component Standards?

9.

Mandatory Standards Compliance: Services Design?

10. Mandatory Standards Compliance: Usability Architecture?
11.

Mandatory Standards Compliance: Digital Services Design Standards?

N/A

-

Not Compliant

government services

cateogories (the columns E-H)
- For Project level compliance statements, Input the number of projects that fall under each compliance
category
- N/A can only be selected for project level compliance statements

Partially
Compliant

Business Reference Model
- Architectural and standards guidance on designing and developing next generation

- For agency EA level compliance (color coded in Green), Input 1 or 0 in either one of the compliance

Fully Compliant

GEA Compliance statements

COMMENTS
(provide comments for any compliance status other
than 'Fully compliant')

Weight

20

10
10
5
5
10
10
20
10
5
5
10

Score

N/A

Not Compliant

Allows data architecture initiatives to uniformly describe their data and information,
resulting in increased opportunities for cross-agency interactions

Partially
Compliant

-

Fully Compliant

Information Reference Model
- Provides a means for an agency to consistently define data architectures

COMMENTS
(provide comments for any compliance status other
than 'Fully compliant')

15

1. Is the agency's information exchange architecture (internal and external) aligned
with GEA information exchange architecture?

15

2. Has an agency Information Assets Catalogue been developed and maintained that
aligns with Information Reference taxonomy?

10

3. Has a matrix been developed and maintained showing the relationship between the
agency’s services and the relevant information assets?

5

3. Has the project reviewed the GEA information Assets Catalogue and consuming any
required information services?

10

4. Is the project following GEA information exchange reference architecture for
information exchange?

15

7.

Mandatory Standards Compliance: Information Exchange Services Governance?

8.

Policy Conformance: Data Management Policy?

9.

Policy Conformance: Open Data Policy?

Application Reference Model
- provide application architecture and standards guidance to agencies to develop next
generation services
- provide a classification of applications that support the Government agencies’
business processes, including core business applications, infrastructure applications and
platforms as per the defined taxonomy

10
10
10
5

N/A

Mandatory Standards Compliance: Information Exchange Services Standards?

Not Compliant

6.

10

Partially
Compliant

Mandatory Standards Compliance: Smart Nation Data Standards?

Fully Compliant

5.

COMMENTS
(provide comments for any compliance status other
than 'Fully compliant')

15

10

2. Does the agency maintain a matrix that shows the relationship between service,
associated information entities used, and the relevant applications?

10

3. Is the project following the GEA Application Reference Architecture for guidance
on how to develop applications using next generation platform services?

30

4. Mandatory Standards Compliance: Systems of Engagement component standards?

25

5. Mandatory Standards Compliance: Services Layer Standards?

25

Infrastructure (Technical) Reference Model

Fully
Com
plian
t
Parti
ally
Com
plian
Not
t
Com
plian
t
N/A

1. Does the agency maintain an Application Catalogue that is aligned to the
Application Reference Taxonomy?

10

- Provides guidance on Infrastructure Reference architecture and related standards for
Qatar Government agencies

COMMENTS
(provide comments for any compliance status other
than 'Fully compliant')

- is a taxonomy based reference model for categorizing IT infrastructure and the
facilities and network that host the IT infrastructure
1. Has the agency developed an Infrastructure Assets Catalogue, classified using the
Infrastructure Reference Taxonomy?

10

2. Is the agency maintaining a matrix that captures the relationship between the
applications and infrastructure?

10

3. Has the project reviewed the GEA Infrastructure Reference Architecture (and the
WoG Infrastructure Assets Catalogue) as a guide to understand what shared
infrastructure capabilities are provided by MoTC, and leveraging shared infrastructure
capabilities?

25

4. Has the project reviewed the Agency’s Infrastructure Assets Catalogue to
determine what infrastructure can be leveraged for this project?

15

5.

Mandatory Standards Compliance: Connectivity Standards?

10

6.

Mandatory Standards Compliance: Infrastructure?

10

7.

Mandatory Standards Compliance: Cloud Infrastructure standards and controls?

10

8.
Mandatory Standards Compliance: Bring Your Own Device standards and
controls?

N/A

Not Compliant

Risk based adoption of security policies and controls will create trusted and secure
environment for e-Government services delivery

Partially
Compliant

Security and Privacy must be applied consistently across all agencies. Agency EAs
should reflect security and privacy standards, rules, and guidelines

Fully Compliant

Security Management

10

COMMENTS
(provide comments for any compliance status other
than 'Fully compliant')

15

1. Has the agency developed its security policy which is in alignment with GEA
Security policies and controls?

10

2. Agency's security Policy Conformance: National Security Assurance (NIA) policy

15

3.

10

Agency's Security Policy Conformance: Cloud Security policy

4. Agency's Security Policy Conformance: Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) security
policy

10

5. Mandatory Standards Compliance: Security Frameworks & Standards: Qatar eauthentication framework

15

5. Mandatory Standards Compliance: Security Frameworks & Standards: Information
Security Risk Management Framework and procedures

15

7. Mandatory Standards Compliance: Security Frameworks & Standards: National
Industrial Control Systems Security standards

5

Service Management
- Provides Service Management approach, the constituents of the Service Management
component and the implementation of IT best practices recommended for Qatari
Government agencies.

N/A

15

Not
Compliant

9. Mandatory Standards Compliance: Security Frameworks & Standards: Smart Qatar
Information security standards

Partially
Compliant

5

Fully
Compliant

8. Mandatory Standards Compliance: Security Frameworks & Standards: Information
security framework for school networks

COMMENTS
(provide comments for any compliance status other
than 'Fully compliant')

5

General EA practices

N/A

50

Not
Compliant

2.
Is the project using the GEA Service Management Framework and leveraging the
service management practices and standards that it outlines for the management of
services created as part of this project?

Partially
Compliant

50

Fully
Compliant

1. Has the agency developed service management practices and standards aligned to
the WoG Service Management Framework?

COMMENTS
(provide comments for any compliance status other
than 'Fully compliant')

20

1.
ICT services acquisition strategy exists and includes compliance measures to
Enterprise Architecture

20

2

Tools are used to manage EA and are updated frequently and published

15

3
Senior-management team is aware of and supportive of the enterprise-wide
architecture process

15

4
Explicit documented governance of EA initiatives. Technical Review Board
operational, Compliance reviews are in practice.

20

5
Tracks realization of benefits of Enterprise Architecture for projects. (e..g: reuse,
savings)

15

6

15

Benefits of Enterprise Architecture realized for initial projects

Total Score
Score
>85

Grade

EA maturity

Excellent

4

>60 < 85

Good

3

>45 < 60

Satisfactory

2

<45

Needs improvement

0 or 1
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7 Appendix 2 – Enterprise Architecture Maturity Model for

Qatar
This section describes the Enterprise Architecture Maturity Model (EAMM) for evaluating and
quantifying an agency’s maturity in enterprise architecture practice.
EAMM is based on the Enterprise Architecture Capability Maturity Model (ACMM) developed by
the US Department of Commerce (DoC) to aid in conducting internal assessments. EAMM is
customized to reflect Enterprise Architecture characteristics that clearly reflects the maturity of
an EA practice. It provides a framework that represents the key components of a productive
enterprise architecture process. The goal is to enhance the overall odds for success of enterprise
architecture by identifying weak areas and providing a defined evolutionary path to improving
the overall architecture process.
The EAMM describes both the maturity levels classification and the EA characteristics of
agencies’ processes that are assessed to determine the maturity level.

7.1 Maturity levels & EA measurement characteristics
There are six maturity levels as described below:
Level

Meaning

Description

0

None

No Enterprise Architecture

1

Initial

Informal EA process underway

2

Under Development

EA practice is under development

Defined

Defined Enterprise Architecture
Including Detailed reference models,
catalogues, methods, standards, etc.

4

Managed

Managed and measured EA Practice

5

Optimized

Continuous improvement of EA in place

3

The seven EA characteristics that are used for measuring the maturity level of an agency are:
1.

Enterprise Architecture Framework defined

2.

Enterprise Architecture Development method defined

3.

Business Requirements process

4.

Stakeholder participation

5.

Enterprise Continuum, tools and Repository

6.

Governance

7.

Benefits realization

Governance Model
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7.1.1 Maturity Level 0 - No Enterprise Architecture in place
1.

No recognition for the need for Enterprise Architecture. Success depends on individual efforts.

2.

Enterprise Architecture Development methods ignored.

3.

Business requirements specific to a problem.

4.

Stakeholders limited to users of the solution.

5.

Non-existent EA reference models

6.

Governance seen as bureaucracy.

7.

Benefits not measured.

7.1.2 Maturity Level 1 – Initial – Informal EA process underway
1.

EA Processes are ad hoc and localized. Some Enterprise Architecture processes are defined. There is no
unified architecture process across technologies or business processes. Success depends on individual
efforts.

2.

Enterprise method, documentation and standards are established by a variety of ad hoc means and are
localized or informal.

3.

Minimal, or implicit linkage to business strategies or business drivers.

4.

Limited management team awareness or involvement in the EA architecture process.

5.

Non-existent. Enterprise Architectures under development.

6.

No explicit governance of architectural standards.

7.

No benefits achieved from the Enterprise Architecture Programme.

7.1.3 Maturity Level 2 – Under Development
1.

Basic enterprise architecture process is documented. The architecture process has developed clear roles
and responsibilities.

2.

IT vision, principles, business linkages, Baseline, and Target Architecture are identified. Architecture
standards exist, but not necessarily linked to Target Architecture. Technical Reference Model (TRM) and
Standards Profile framework established.

3.

Explicit linkage to business strategies.

4.

Management is aware of the enterprise architecture effort.

5.

EA reference models are updated periodically and are used to document enterprise architecture
deliverables.

6.

Governance of a few architectural standards and some adherence to existing Standards Profile.

7.

Potential for business benefits identified.

7.1.4 Maturity Level 3 - Defined Enterprise Architecture
1.

The architecture is well defined and communicated to IT staff and business management. The process is
largely followed.

Governance Model
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2.

Gap Analysis and Migration Plan are completed. Fully developed Reference Models and Standards exists.
IT goals and methods are identified.

3.

Enterprise Architecture is underwritten by the business operations.

4.

Senior-management team aware of and supportive of the enterprise-wide architecture process.
Management actively supports architectural standards.

5.

Architecture Building Blocks are translated into Solution Building Blocks and agreed by the business. Tools
are used to manage EA and architecture documents updated regularly and published on Enterprise
Architecture Web Page.

6.

Explicit documented governance of EA initiatives. Architecture Board operational, Compliance reviews
started.

7.

IT acquisition strategy exists and includes compliance measures to Enterprise Architecture. Cost-benefits
are considered in identifying projects.

7.1.5 Maturity Level 4 - Managed and Measured Enterprise Architecture Process
1.

Enterprise Architecture process is part of the culture. Quality metrics associated with the architecture
process are captured.

2.

Enterprise Architecture documentation is updated on a regular cycle to reflect the updated IT
Architecture. Business, Information, Application & Data, Technology Architectures defined.

3.

Capital planning and investment control are adjusted based on the feedback received and lessons learned
from updated Enterprise Architecture. Periodic re-examination of business drivers.

4.

Senior-management team directly involved in the architecture review process.

5.

The Enterprise Continuum defined and re-use of architecture artifacts is best practice. Enterprise
repository set up and Architecture descriptions are updated regularly, and frequently reviewed for latest
architecture developments/standards.

6.

Explicit governance of all IT investments. Formal processes for managing variances feed back into
Enterprise Architecture.

7.

Benefits of Enterprise Architecture realized for initial projects.

7.1.6 Maturity Level 5 - Continuous Improvement of Enterprise Architecture Process
1.

Enterprise Architecture principles and process optimized and continuously improved.

2.

Fully operational Architecture Definition Method (ADM) with continuous improvement activities.

3.

Architecture process metrics are used to optimize and drive business linkages. Business involved in the
continuous process improvements of Enterprise Architecture.

4.

Senior management involvement in optimizing process improvements in Architecture development and
governance.

5.

Enterprise Continuum fully operational with compatible Domain Specific Products & Solutions.
Architecture documents and descriptions are used by every decision maker in the agency for every IT
related business decision.

Governance Model
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6.
7.

Explicit governance of all IT investments. Continuous Improvement of governance-process and related
Service delivery.
Investment Management & Value assessment of Enterprise Architecture built into the P&L.

Governance Model
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8 Appendix 3 – Tooling support
The GEA reference models are created and made available using the open standards based
Archimate 3.0 format. This includes all the reference model taxonomies and shared services
catalogues at WoG level.
ArchiMate 3.0 is a technical standard from The Open Group and is based on the concepts of the
IEEE 1471 standard. Although not limited to this, it has a particular focus on enterprise
architecture modelling. It is supported by various tool vendors and consulting firms.
The tooling used for GEA creation is Archi – open source Archimate 3.0 Enterprise Architecture
tool.
Archi is a free and open-source visual-modelling and design tool for creating ArchiMate models
and modelling sketches. It provides an open source reference implementation of ArchiMate, and
is currently being used as one of the tools to implement The Open Group ArchiMate Model
Exchange File Format. Currently, the tool does not provide rich features for collaborative
development of Enterprise architecture across agencies.
In the absence of any existing Enterprise architecture tool in agencies supporting Archimate 3.0
standard, agencies are encouraged to use Archi tool.
Here is the link to Archi tool download - https://www.archimatetool.com/download

Governance Model
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9 Appendix 4 – GEA compliance statement for ICT tenders
Individual Government agencies should ensure that the technology and technical
standards adopted by agencies in their ICT tender specifications are in line with GEA
reference architectures and standards.
Further, the following statement should be added in all ICT tenders issued by
government agencies.
“Vendors shall ensure that the proposed solution for the tender requirements comply
with the reference architecture and standards prescribed as part of the Qatar
Government Enterprise Architecture (GEA) reference models and standards as
applicable. They may use the GEA self-assessment template to assess and report their
compliance to the relevant authorities”.

Governance Model
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10 Glossary


ARB: Architecture Review Board



ARM: Application Reference Model



BRM: Business Reference Model



BYOD: Bring Your Own Device



CSP: Cloud Service Provider



DA: Design Authority



DT: Digital Transformation



DTA: Digital Transformation Assessment



EA: Enterprise Architecture



GEA: (Qatari) Government Enterprise Architecture



GSaaP: Government Services as a Platform



IBM: International Business Machines



ICT: Information Communication Technology



IRM: Information Reference Model



IT: Information Technology



MoTC: (Qatari) Ministry of Transport & Communication



NIA: National Information Assurance



QDG: Qatar Digital Government



TOGAF: The Open Group Architectural Framework



TRB: Technical Review Board



TRM: Technical Reference Model



WoG: Whole of Government
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